New Mexico Military Insti vs. Marion Military
6/2/2007

Score by Innings 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 - R H E
New Mexico Military Insti 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 - 3 2 1
Marion Military 0 0 0 0 1 3 - 4 7 2

New Mexico Military Insti Starting Lineup-
Miller (CF), Chavez (RF), Kuehl (LF), Parra (3B), Martin (1B), Cruz (DH), Gonzales (2B), Bradley (C), Loera (SS), Thomsen (P).

Marion Military Starting Lineup-
BROWN (RF), POLLORENA (CF), HERMANN (SS), DEBACHER (3B), ALLEN (2B), HEDGES (1B), MORA (DH), CASTRO (LF), VICK (C), LANGLEY (P).

Umpires-

Top of 1st- Miller reached base on DEBACHER's wild throw, Miller advanced to second, advanced on the throw. Chavez grounded out to the infield(1-3), Miller advanced to third. Kuehl grounded out to second(4-3), Miller Scored. Parra struck out swinging.
(1 Run, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 1st- BROWN grounded out to short(6-3). POLLORENA grounded out, up the middle(6-3). HERMANN flied out to shallow left-center.
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Top of 2nd- Martin grounded out to short(6-3). Cruz struck out swinging. Gonzales reached on a walk. Gonzales advanced to second, via previous entered error, Gonzales was picked off (1-6).
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Bottom of 2nd- DEBACHER grounded out to third(5-3). ALLEN flied out to deep left. HEDGES struck out swinging.
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

Top of 3rd- Bradley struck out swinging. Loera grounded out to the infield(1-3). Miller reached on a walk. Miller advanced to second, on a stolen base. Chavez grounded out to shallow right(4-3).
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

Bottom of 3rd- MORA struck out swinging. MORA struck out, drop 3rd strike, put out at 1st base (2-3). CASTRO singled to short. VICK reached on a walk, CASTRO advanced to second. Passed Ball by Bradley, CASTRO advanced to third, VICK advanced to second. BROWN reached first on the fielder's choice, CASTRO was tagged out(6-2), VICK advanced to third. VICK was picked off (2-5).
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 1 Error, 1 LOB)

Top of 4th- Kuehl reached on a walk. Parra grounded out to second(4-3), Kuehl
advanced to second. Martin reached on a walk. Cruz struck out swinging, Kuehl was caught stealing (2-5).
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

**Bottom of 4th**- POLLORENA grounded out to the pitcher's mound(1-3). HERMANN flied out to deep left. DEBACHER doubled shallow down the LF line. ALLEN reached on a walk, DEBACHER advanced to third, via previous entered error. HEDGES hit by pitch, ALLEN advanced to second. MORA lined out to center.
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 3 LOB)

**Top of 5th**- Gonzales reached base on DEBACHER's misplayed grounder. Bradley reached on a walk, Gonzales advanced to second. Loera popped out to the foul territory behind home plate. Miller struck out looking. Chavez flied out to the right field foul territory.
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 1 Error, 2 LOB)

**Bottom of 5th**- CASTRO singled, thru the hole at 2nd base. VICK struck out swinging, CASTRO advanced to second, advanced on the throw. BROWN flied out to shallow center. POLLORENA popped out to shallow left-center.
(0 Runs, 1 Hit, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

**Top of 6th**- HUDNALL now in to pitch, replacing LANGLEY. Kuehl struck out swinging. Parra reached on a walk. Martin doubled to deep left-center, Parra Scored. Thomsen now in to pitch, replacing Cruz. Thomsen moves to P. Thomsen singled to right-center, Martin Scored, Thomsen advanced to third, via previous entered error. Gonzales flied out to center. Bradley struck out swinging.
(2 Runs, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 1 LOB)

**Bottom of 6th**- HERMANN flied out to deep center. DEBACHER doubled to deep left-center. ALLEN struck out swinging. HEDGES doubled to deep left-center, DEBACHER Scored, HEDGES was out stretching(8-6-5).
(1 Run, 2 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Top of 7th**- Loera grounded out to the pitcher's mound(1-3). Miller popped out to the infield. Chavez reached on a walk. Chavez was caught stealing (2-6).
(0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors, 0 LOB)

**Bottom of 7th**- Chavez moves to 3B. Parra moves to P. Thomsen moves to RF. MORA reached on a walk. RAINWATER pinch running for MORA. CASTRO reached base on Loera's wild throw, RAINWATER advanced to third, via previous entered error, CASTRO advanced to second, via previous entered error. VICK doubled to right-center, RAINWATER Scored, CASTRO Scored. HARRIS pinch running for VICK. BROWN singled to shallow right, HARRIS Scored, BROWN advanced to second, advanced on the throw.
(3 Runs, 2 Hits, 2 Errors, 1 LOB)
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